
 
 

Local currency bonds offsetting Covid FX risk for frontier borrowers 
By Frank Jackman – 11 June 2020 

 

Frontier currency bonds are offering development finance institutions (DFIs) a way to offset 

exchange rate risks for their clients during the coronavirus crisis. With the number of disruptive 

events increasing, market participants feel that frontier currency bonds could provide a prudent 

way to decrease risk for developing country borrowers. 

 

Since the start of the crisis, The Currency Exchange (TCX) has structured development finance 

institution (DFI) bonds in Uzbek som, Georgian lari and Myanmar kyat. 

 

“What were once-in-a-lifetime events are happening more frequently — take the 2008 collapse 

of Lehman Brothers, the 2011 eurozone debt crisis, the 2015 oil shock and Russian ruble crisis, 

and today’s Covid situation,” said Othman Boukrami, head of trading at TCX. “These exceptional 

risk scenarios used to be a once in a blue moon occasion but are now materialising more and 

more often.” 

 

“Business needs to prepare for these scenarios, and I feel the best way to do so is to minimise risk 

and only manage risks you can control and offset,” said Boukrami. “Exchange rate risks are not 

something a local borrower can control as it depends on the external environment and not just 

the local economy.” 

 

One way to offset these exchange rate risks is by DFIs directly borrowing in local currency from 

the capital markets and lending on directly to their clients without the risks of shifting exchange 

rates. 

 

“The recent volatility and depreciation in a lot of frontier currencies would have left our clients 

with the negative consequences of FX risk; however, those that borrowed in local currencies have 

seen their currencies depreciate sharply without an increased risk,” said Pim Arends, senior 

treasury officer at FMO. 

 



TCX, part owned by DFIs including FMO, KfW, the EBRD and the IFC, hedges a large number of 

these transactions, providing both the issuer and its client with protection against FX risks. 

 

While borrowing in dollars does allow for lower coupons, sudden economic shocks, like the 

ongoing coronavirus crisis, can have a knock-on effect on the ability to repay loans. “Open FX 

mismatches leave the local borrower vulnerable and liable, translating in a credit risk for the 

lender,” said Boukrami. “Limiting the FX risk for clients does leave them more resilient to shocks, 

as we have seen during previous crises.” 

 

The volatility during the latest crisis has also created an upside for frontier currency investors, 

with local currency portfolios outperforming more established emerging market names. “If you 

look at the volatility in Russia, Argentina, South Africa or Brazil, the losses have been huge,” said 

Boukrami. “However, a diversified frontier currency exposure has performed better in terms of 

lower volatility and overall higher performance.” 

 

Earlier this month, FMO placed its largest every frontier currency note: a Uzs505bn ($49.7m) 15% 

December 2022 note through Citi. FMO hopes that the increasing sizes of its frontier currency 

deals — rising from $5m in 2016 to about $20m last year and now $50m — will pique the interest 

of larger, more mainstream investors. 

 

“$50m doesn’t come from a smaller investor; we hope that with this transaction we can generate 

more interest from mainstream investors and move those with an EM focus into frontier 

currencies,” said Arends. 

 

The majority of frontier currency paper is sold to “specialised investors with specific mandates,” 

he added. “Some are frontier currency fund managers while others are investors with a broader 

risk mandate.” FMO has a funding target of between €1bn and €2bn for 2020. So far to date it 

has raised the equivalent of €751m. 
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